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Abstract. At present, the data filtering quality of reversible hidden data
access algorithm based on column store database is not guaranteed, and the
location accuracy and data access security of reversible hidden data are low.
In this paper, the whitening vector is obtained by processing the sample length
of the observed data signal. By using the nonlinear robust function, the data
projection is realized, the judged threshold of projection data is constructed,
an matrix with adaptive filter characteristic is set up, and the high quality
of filtering results are output; the parameters between three anchor nodes
and the location of reversible hidden data are measured, and the artificial bee
colony optimization neural network is used for modeling and forecasting the
ranging error, and determine the weights according to the results, so that on
the basis of the three edge location algorithm, the positioning accuracy of the
data is to further improve;through the establishment of authorized institutions,
producing key, off-line encryption, online encryption, ciphertext conversion,
decrypt ion and other aspects, the security of access data is completed. The
experiment shows that the algorithm can effectively improve the quality of data
filtering and positioning accuracy and the security of data access is also better
than that of the current algorithm.

1. Introduction. The rapid development of network technology and the large
number of applications of information sharing system provide a lot of value-added
services based on network information transmission and access. However, while
users enjoy the convenience of service, the risk of reversible data access leakage in
the database is also increased [18, 21]. To this end, countries such as the United
States and other countries have issued a specification for access control of data
privacy information, such as HIPAA and DECD.
In order to integrate privacy controls standard of these reversible hidden data in
a database, while also taking into account the limitations of the existing database
access control technology in the face of open environment, dynamic application
scenarios and the data access control the under emergency situation, Hippocratic
Database proposes access control technology based on data access to data privacy,
it is a database management system which allows a reasonable use of data privacy
information and reasonable leakage [8, 14]. For the cloud computing environment,
the reversible hidden data is of great value, and its access research is the development
focus of data control area [12].
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With the expansion of data and information in cloud computing environment,
the development of database technology is changing rapidly. The database has
evolved from the traditional single database and LAN database to the current Web
database. The database scale is developing towards cluster and cascade [9,13]. The
deep, secure and accurate access of network concatenated database has become a
hot topic in the field of computer network and data processing, widely concerned
by many scholars [15, 22]. In the traditional algorithm, the algorithm for accessing
reversible hidden data in a network cascaded database is mainly divided into histogram translation and feature recovery filtering. The histogram translation method
has the advantages of simple implementation and small computation, but the access
performance is poor, and the accuracy of the reversible hidden data location is low.
In view of the above problems, a high efficient reversible hidden data access
algorithm is proposed to achieve accurate location and access of reversible hidden
data in the database.
2. Reversible hidden data access algorithm in cloud computing environment.
2.1. Reversible hidden data filtering. In reversible hidden data filtering, it is
necessary to establish a dynamic decision method based on the data itself because
of the inability to obtain the prior knowledge of the data [6, 7]. In this paper, the
nonlinear projection of observed data is used as a part of decision. Based on that,
the mean square value of nonlinear projection is constructed as the judgement basis
of adaptive thresholds, which can be expressed as:
v
u
l
u1 X
2
(F (z, w))
(1)
Q=t
l i=1
Where, l represents the length of the data sample, F (z, w) represents a robust
nonlinear projection, and i represents the number of data. According to the formula
(1), it is easy to find that the threshold changes dynamically with the nonlinear projection of the observed data. From the characteristics of statistics, it can be seen
that the mean square value of the nonlinear projection reflects the relative effective
value of data, which has important reference for statistical analysis of reversible hiding data.Due to the existence of magnitude and positive and negative uncertainties
in reversible hidden data, the mean square value of nonlinear projection eliminates
the influence of symbols. It can be used as a discrete reference for reversible hidden
data, which is reflected in data statistics.
To sum up, a l ∗ l dimensional adaptive filter with dynamic performance can be
constructed, which can be expressed as:


... 1 0 0 0 0 0 ...
 . . . 0 0 1 1/2 0 0 . . . 

Ml∗l = 
(2)
 . . . 0 0 0 0k 0 0 . . . 
. . . 0 0 0 1/2 1 0 . . .
Where, k represents the filter coefficient.
Obviously, for the formula (2), the mechanism of its filtering is that xik and
i = 1, 2, . . . , k, which are judged as a reversible hidden data component replaced by
the arithmetic mean value of the two data. If the reversible hidden data component appears at the boundary point (beginning and ending), the mean value of the
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adjacent data points can be used to instead [17]. Using this algorithm to filter the
observed data of reversible hidden data, it can maintain the statistical characteristics of the data as much as possible, and solve the drawback of low pass or high
pass filter. In reversible hidden data processing, it is impossible to determine the
order of source signals in mixed data, so it is necessary to establish a conservative
and reliable filter. Specifically, it can be expressed as:
Y =X ∗M

(3)

An adaptive filtering algorithm for reversible hidden data signals can be obtained
according to the formula (3).
(1) The sample length of the observation signal X is l, it is centralized and formula
(4) is applied to the spheralization of the sample, to obtained the whitening
vector z.
z =Vx

(4)

Where, V represents the whitening matrix and x represents the observation
data.
(2) the projection of data is realized by the nonlinear robustness function based
on formula (5) and formula (6).

aξ, ξ ≤ Q
g1 (ξ) =
(5)
aQ, ξ > Q
 
ξ
(6)
g2 (ξ) = Q tan
b
Where, ξ = wz, a, and b are constant. According to experience, 0 ≤ a ≤ 4,
1 ≤ b ≤ 2.
(3) The decision threshold of the projection data is constructed.
(4) According to the result of the threshold construction, a l∗l dimensional matrix
M with adaptive filtering characteristics is formed.
(5) The filter results can be output.
2.2. Reversible hidden data location in cloud computing environment.
According to the filtering results of Section 2.1, the location algorithm is used to
locate the reversible hidden data, which lays the foundation for the data access.
The whole process can be summarized as follows: the parameters between the three
anchor nodes and localization of the reversible hiding the data aremeasured firstly,
and then the artificial bee colony optimization neural network is used for modeling
and forecasting the ranging error, to determine the weight according to the results.
Finally, on the basis of the three edge location algorithm, the location accuracy
isto improve. The principle of reversible hidden data location can be expressed in
Figure 1.
Figure 1 shows that in general, if it can get to the point to be located and three
anchor nodes’ information, it can estimate the target position, namely three edge
location algorithm, and the basic idea is: the location of the three anchor nodes is
as the center of the circle to construct the triangle. Then the distance between the
anchor nodes and the location points is as the radius of the circle, so the intersection
point of the circle can be regarded as the location to be estimated [2, 4, 5, 10, 11], as
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. principle of reversible hidden data location
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Figure 2. working principle of three edge location method
In Figure 2, the location of data point D is (p, q), the locations of three anchor
nodes of A, B and C are (pA , qA ) , (pB , qB ) , (pC , qC ) and the distances between them
and D is dA , dB and dC . The following expression can be obtained:

2
2

d2 = (pA − p) + (qA − q)

 A
2
2
d2B = (pB − p) + (qB − q)
(7)


 d2 = (pC − p)2 + (qC − q)2
C
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Assuming that the propagation dissipation coefficient of the path is n,and then
the formula for receiving the intensity of reversible hidden data signal under normal
condition is as follows:
RSSIr = − (10n lg d + S)

(8)

Where, S represents the ideal value of RSSI.
The change of the formula (8) can be obtained:
d = 10

(−RSSIr −S)
10n

(9)

In practical applications, the values of S and n are not fixed, and are closely
related to their environment. At present, the value is determined by some experts
based on experience, which leads to a large error of positioning for reversible hidden
data [19]. In order to improve the positioning accuracy of reversible hidden data
location, the parameter values of S and n are estimated in real time. The signal
intensity between the point C of the anchor node and the anchor node A and B is
RSSIA and RSSIB , then the formula is:

RSSIA = − (10n lg dA + A)
(10)
RSSIB = − (10n lg dB + A)
Where, dA and dB are Euclidean distances, which can be expressed as:
q

 dA = (pC − pA )2 + (qC − qA )2
q

2
2
dB = (pC − pB ) + (qC − qB )

(11)

The value of S and n is estimated on the basis of the formula (11), which accurately describes the environment state in which the reversible hidden data point is
located.
For the determination of weights, relevant research results show that with the
increase of the propagation distance of signals, the estimation error of the received
signal’s strength is also increased, so in the value estimation of parameter S and
n, it should also make appropriate adjustments to the distance that is operated by
weighting on them, so as to reduce the pitch error [16]. Weight can describe the role
of anchor nodes to the nodes to be located. Distance is mainly used to describe the
location between nodes to be located and anchor nodes. The weight ω is defined
as:
d2
ω = P4 2
(12)
dj
Where, dj represents a sequence of the distance between the reversible hidden
data node to be located and the anchor node.
The results of locating reversible hidden data nodes are as follows:
(p, q) =

3
X

ω (pj , qj )

(13)

j=1

For the correction of ranging error, there may be a certain range error ∆E in the
actual operation process. The relationship between the actual distance d and the
measurement distance d0 is:
d = d0 + ∆E

(14)
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In this paper, neural network is used to predict the ranging error, then the ranging
error is corrected, and the artificial bee colony algorithm is used to optimize the
neural network parameters.
According to the formula (9), the distance error estimation function of reversible
hidden data nodes in cloud computing environment is established, and the prediction error is (∆E 0 ). Thus, the location error correction function of reversible hidden
data nodes is as:
d00 = d0 + (∆E 0 )

(15)

When using neural network to predict the ranging error, the prediction accuracy of the direct measured ranging error can be determined by connecting weights
and thresholds. Then, the artificial bee colony algorithm is selected for to optimizing their, in order to better to correct the ranging error to find the weights and
thresholds. The steps of neural network on the ranging error prediction are as:
(1) the measurement sequence is collected and the normalization operation is
carried out specifically as:
qi − qmax
_
(16)
qj =
qmax − qmin
Where, qmax and qmin represent the maximum and minimum values of the
vertical coordinates of the reversible hidden data nodes.
(2) The parameters are initialized, including the number of food sources, the
number of iterations, the control parameters and the limited interval of the
solution.
(3) the location of the food source is initialized:
Pj = [pj1 , pj2 , . . . , pjG ]

(17)

Where, G represents the data dimension, and the method of determining the
dimension is as follows:
G=m∗H +H ∗N +H +N

(18)

Where, m, H, and N represent the number of nodes in the input layer, the
hidden layer and the output layer.
(4) according to the position of Pj , the weights and thresholds of the neural
network are valued, and the training samples are studied, to obtain the target
function of Pj as follows:
2
K
m
1XX
(dj − tK )
f it =
n j=1

(19)

K=1

Where, tK represents the expected output value, and K represents the number
of training sample.
(5) The leading bee generates the new solution Vj around Pj , and computes their
fitness values. Based on the greedy principle, it is determined to retain the
fitness value of 3 and 4 which one is the best.
(6) the solution is chosen according to the selection probability, the new solution
Vj is generated around Pj , and the optimal solution is retained in the same
way.
(7) supposing that after a number of cycles, a solution is not improved, and the
solution is discarded. At this time, the leading bee will be transformed into a
spy bee, creating a new solution Vj to instead of the solution.
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(8) the optimal solution is found according to the fitness value.
(9) after the termination condition is reached, the optimal weight and threshold
value of the neural network are obtained according to the optimal solution,
otherwise, it will return (5).
(10) the training samples are relearned according to the optimal weights and thresholds, and the ranging error prediction model is established.
(11) it is corrected according to the result of error prediction.
2.3. Encrypted access of reversible hidden data in cloud computing environment. The filtering results and the location results of reversible hidden data in
Section 2.1 are as the basis, an efficient access control scheme of reversible hidden
data in cloud computing environment consists of four entities: the Data Owner,
Cloud Storage Server (CS), a plurality of Attribute Authorities (AAs) and Data
User, as shown in figure 3:
In this module, an efficient encryption access scheme of multi-authorized agencies
attribute based is concretely constructed in this article. The specific process of
access is as follows:
(1) Initialization of the algorithm. Which produces an open parameter P arams
for data access. A bilinear group is constructed to satisfy L ∗ L → LT , then
data h, u, v, w ∈ L can be randomly selected, and collision resistant hash function
H (·) : {0, 1} → Zo as well as the secure key extraction function H 0 are constructed,
where o represents a prime number and Zo represents the finite field consisted by o.
In addition, it is assumed that there are U attribute authorization mechanisms
_
_
_
{ I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I U } in the algorithm, and each attribute authorized agency manages
a class of reversible hidden data attribute sets I˜i = {Ii,1 , Ii,2 , . . . , Ii,oi }, of which

Figure 3. reversible hidden data’s access control entities in the
cloud computing environment
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Ii,j ∈ Zo . In the algorithm, the reversible hidden data is transmitted in a secure
channel. Thus, the open parameters of the reversible hidden data access system are
as follows:
P arams = (h, u, v, w, H, Zo , H 0 )

(20)

(2) the establishment of an authorized institution is divided into the following two
steps:
α
All authorized agencies randomly select α ∈ Zo and yi = (h, h) , and then send
yi to other authorized agencies, and each last authority calculates y independently.
_
For the components g s of U − 1 6 in each authorized agency Ai , the main private
key M Ki is calculated by the following formula:


Q s
 g 
M Ki =

_
Ai

gs

(21)

According to the formula (21), the authorized agencies publish their own public key
P Ki and retain their own private key SKi .
(3) Private key generation. When new users access reversible hidden data, they
need to request private key from the attribute agency. The authorized agency
releases the private key for the user by executing the key [24, 26].
(4) off-line encryption. when the data owner’s mobile device is restarted, the
temporary ciphertext is generated, and the temporary cipher is stored in the mobile
device.
(5) online encryption. When the data is outsourced to the cloud storage server
by the reversible hidden data owner, it needs to encrypt the data, and then the
ciphertext is outsourced to the cloud storage server. The process is as follows:
1. Data owner randomly selects the key, and calculates the symmetric key
sk = H 0 (ck), to encrypts the data with the symmetric key, and generate the data
ciphertext CT 0 , and the authentication token T oken.
2. Data owner encrypts the symmetric key ck.
(6) Ciphertext conversion. when data users start in cloud computing environment, the conversion key is generated and it is stored on mobile devices. The
generation process of conversion key is as: firstly, conversion coefficient µ is selected
randomly, to get the conversion key. When data users access reversible hidden data,
the conversion key is outsourced to the cloud storage server, and the cloud server
generates conversion ciphertext T D.
(7) Decryption. After the data users received the converted ciphertext from cloud
storage server, the cipher text is decrypted and the process is as follows: firstly, the
symmetric key ck is calculated, and then whether T oken 6= (ck) /CT 0 is established
is to verify. If is is true, the decryption of cloud storage server is incorrect; if it
is false, it means that the decryption of cloud storage server is correct, and then
the symmetric key ck is used to decrypt CT 0 and return the plaintext, to realize
the complete the secure access of reversible hidden data. It is characterized by
the security factor to judge whether the reversible hidden data access is secure.
The closer the security factor is to 1, the more secure the data access algorithm
represents [1, 3, 20, 23, 25]. Whether the security of the algorithm proposed in this
paper can meet the requirement of reversible hidden data access, it is given in the
experiment.
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Figure 4. Distribution model of reversible hidden data node in
cloud computing environment
3. Experimental results and analysis. In this paper, the experimental platform
is built on MATLAB, and the large concatenated database K2CH is taken as the
research sample. Through setting up 24 network node machines, the database is
simulated to distribute in different network nodes to complete the experiment. The
model is shown in Figure 4. To access the time series with target length of 120000,
the proposed access algorithm is used to build database and reversible hidden data
signal model, and verify the algorithm in the following aspects.
(1) the overall effect of the algorithm on the data filtering;
(2) the location accuracy reversible hidden data;
(3) the security of hidden reversible data access.
The results of the experiment are as follows:
The experimental results of Figure 5 are analyzed. The unfiltered data has many
burrs and large fluctuation. After filtering by the current algorithm, the filtering
effect has played a significant role, but the running band of data is not very stable.
In this paper, the proposed algorithm is used to filter the data operation waveform,
the projection by nonlinear robust function is realized, to construct the judgment
threshold of projection data. According to the construction results of threshold,
a matrix with the characteristics of adaptive filtering can be established, and the
filtering result and other steps are output to realize the efficient data filtering. And
using this algorithm, the data signal observation data of reversible hidden data can
be filtered, which can maximum keep the statistical properties of the data from
the whole, and solve the low-pass or high pass filter shortcomings, making that the
proposed algorithm has superiority compared with the current algorithm.
In Figure 6, they represent a number of rows, several rows of arranged reversible
hidden data, and interfering data. Among them, the square data represents the
reversible hidden data, and the other represents the interference data, in order to
observe the location effect of the different algorithms on the reversible hidden data.
The experimental results are as follows:
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(a) the operation waveform of the data before filtering

(b) the filtering effect of the current algorithm

(c) the filtering effect of the proposed algorithm
Figure 5. Comparison of the filtering effects by different algorithms
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(a) the location effect of reversible hidden data by the experimental model

(b) the location effect of reversible hidden data by the current algorithm

(c) the location effect of reversible data hidden by the proposed algorithm
Figure 6. Comparison of location effect of reversible hidden data
by different algorithms
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As shown in Figure 6, the algorithm proposed in this paper is more accurate in
locating reversible hidden data than that of the current algorithm. In the proposed
algorithm, three anchor nodes are measured and parameters between the reversible
hidden data are located, and then artificial bee colony optimization neural network
is used for modeling and forecasting the ranging error, to determine the weights
according to the detection results. Finally, on the basis of the three edge location
algorithm, it is to further improve the location accuracy. Among them, when using
neural network to predict the ranging error, the prediction accuracy of the direct
ranging error is determined by connecting weights and thresholds, and the artificial
bee colony algorithm is used for their optimization, to correct the ranging error
better and find the weights and thresholds. This link can greatly enhance the
location effect of reversible hidden data by the proposed algorithm.
Through the experimental results of Figure 7, it is observed that the access security coefficient of reversible hidden data by using the propose algorithm is much
higher than that of the current algorithm. The proposed algorithm uses the filtering

(a) the access security of reversible hidden data by the current algorithm

(b) the access security of reversible hidden data by the proposed algorithm
Figure 7. Comparison of access security for reversible hidden data
by different algorithms
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result and reversible hidden data as basis, and put forward efficient access control
scheme for reversible hidden data in cloud computing environment which consists of
four entities: the Data Owner, Cloud Storage Server (CS), a plurality of Attribute
Authorities(AAs) and Data User, to respectively establish the authorized agency
and generate private key. When new users visit reversible hidden data, the property authorities request the private key and through the implementation of key, the
authorities publish the private key and make offline encryption for users. When the
mobile device of data owner restarts, a temporary ciphertext is generated, and the
temporary ciphertext is stored in mobile devices, then the process of online encryption, ciphertext conversion and decryption conversion are carried out to complete
the secure access of reversible hidden data, making the overall safety performance
of the proposed algorithm is higher than that of the current algorithm.
4. Conclusions. Under the cloud computing environment, reversible hidden data
access is a current research hotspot. Among them, access control is a technology
that almost all systems need to used, including computer systems and non computer
systems. Access control is giving a set of strategies to identify all the functions in
the system, organize it and host it, then providing a simple and unique interface.
One end of the interface is at the end of the application system, is the permission
engine. The permission engine answers only who has the authority to carry out
a certain action (motion, calculation) to a resource. The result of the return is
only yes, no or that the privilege engine is abnormal. Aiming at the complexity of
reversible hidden data access in cloud computing environment, this paper proposes
using data filtering, reversible hidden data location and data encryption access to
achieve secure access and control of data, and experiments prove that the algorithm
is reliable.
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